Optical diffraction studies of electron micrographs of potato virus T particles have been made to try to understand the variation in appearance of the particles under different staining conditions. These sludies show that the particles are constructed from a helical arrangement of protein subunits lying on a primary helix of pitch 3"4 nm. They also suggest that the different surface patterns observed on the virus particles are due to stain lying in secondary helical grooves which are formed by aggregation of the structural protein subunits. The optical diffraction patterns indicate a variation in the periodicity of the secondary helix, which implies a variation in the number of structural protein subunits per turn of the primary helix.
INTRODUCTION
Potato virus T (PVT), a recently described virus from South American potatoes (Salazar & Harrison, i977) , has flexuous filamentous particles, about 640 nm long and about I2 nm in diam. In preliminary electron microscope examinations, PVT particles stained with uranyl acetate showed two kinds of unusual patterns not observed in particles of other flexuous viruses. On the basis of the appearance of the particles these were called 'criss-cross' and 'rope' structures. Most particles stained with uranyl formate show cross-banding, similar to that observed with many other filamentous viruses, but particles stained with sodium phosphotungstate usually show no regular pattern. Structural studies of filamentous particles of other plant viruses (Tollin et al. I968; Varma et al. I968; Goodman et al. I976 ) indicate that they are constructed from a helical arrangement of protein subunits, with a helical pitch of between 3"3 and 3"7 nm. The cross-banding which is observed in micrographs of the viruses corresponds to this periodicity and is caused by stain penetrating between the turns of the helix. PVT, however, shows a greater variety of surface pattern than is usual in negatively stained particles of plant viruses examined by electron microscopy (see Table I ). It seemed probable that these patterns might arise from stain penetrating some of the other helical grooves between the protein subunits. The present optical diffraction studies were undertaken to determine which grooves were involved and to try to understand why the virus particles should differ so much in appearance in different stains. "~ + indicates the presence, and -the absence of diffraction maxima.
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METHODS
Electron microscopy. The following stains were used for negative staining: I or 2 ~oo sodium phosphotungstate (PTA) at pH 6"5 or 7"0 unless otherwise indicated; r or ~ ~ uranyl acetate; I or 2 ~ ammonium molybdate; uranyl formate/NaOH and uranyl formate~formic acid.
Method A. A drop of 0.2 ~ Bacitracin was placed on a filmed grid, left for IO to I5 s and replaced with a drop of virus preparation, drained after about 2o s and a drop of stain added, drained, dried and the grid examined. Alternatively, when using uranyl salts as stains, the virus-containing drop was washed off the grid with 6 to Io drops of stain, before draining, drying and examination.
Method B was the technique developed by Home & Ronchetti (I974)-Ammonium molybdate (3 ~ at pH 8-0) was used as a first stain which was mixed with an equal volume of virus preparation. The final concentration of the virus in the negative stain was about o.8 mg/ml. A small volume of the mixture was spread carefully on the surface of freshly cleaved mica. Excess liquid was carefully removed and a thin liquid film on the mica surface was allowed to dry at room temperature. After drying, the mica sheets were placed in an evaporator and coated with a very thin layer of carbon. Films were floated off using a Petri dish containing I ~o uranyl acetate. Grids with holey carbon films were placed underneath the floating specimens and raised to collect the virus-bearing carbon films. Grids were examined in a Philips 3oi electron microscope operating at 80 kV.
Optical diffraction. The optical diffractometer was similar to that developed by Taylor & Lipson (I964) . Straight regions of virus particles were masked off on original micrographs at a magnification of x 43ooo, and used as diffraction objects (Klug & Berger, I964) .
RESULTS

Cross-banding pattern
Particles stained with uranyl formate showed cross-banding as their most consistent feature. This pattern was also found in some regions of particles stained with uranyl acetate, especially in those regions where particles cross one another. Particles showing Fig. 1 . (a) Optical diffraction pattern of particle showing cross-banding after staining in uranyl formate/NaOH. Only the periodicities corresponding to the primary helix are evident (P, P'). (b) Optical diffraction patterns of a particle showing criss-cross pattern after staining with 1% uranyl acetate. Periodicities from one side of the particle are much stronger than from the other. (c) Optical diffraction pattern of a particle showing criss-cross pattern. Note that periodicities of second-order grooves (S, S') have a larger value than in (b), but periodicities of the primary helix (P, P') are the same. cross-banding gave optical diffraction patterns with diffraction maxima lying on a layerline corresponding to a periodicity of about 3"4 nm (Fig. I a) . The maxima are off-meridional and are similar to those obtained from other flexuous viruses (Varma et al. 1968; Horne et al. I975; Tollin et al. I975; Goodman et al. I976) . They are consistent with a helical arrangement of protein subunits, of 3"4 nm pitch. The cross-banding pattern is caused by stain between turns of this primary helix. The distance of the diffraction maximum from the meridian is related to the radial position of the stain, and for a J1 Bessel function indicates a staining radius of 5"5 + o'5 nm which is consistent with staining near the outside of the particle.
Particles stained with PTA or ammonium molybdate were very flexuous and in general showed no regular patterns. Only when particles were stained with PTA at pH 3"3 (the p H of uranyl acetate) did diffraction patterns show maxima due to the primary helix. The periodicity in this instance, however, is 3.56 nm and is slightly larger than with other stains. Staining with PTA and ammonium molybdate at near-neutral pH (6"5 to 8-0) seems to damage the virus particles and 'cracks' are produced in the particles. These 'cracks' seem to follow the cross-banding, or primary helix. Some particles were more affected by PTA than others and the cracks developed to form clefts which separated successive turns of the helix.
' C r i s s -c r o s s ' p a t t e r n
'Criss-cross' patterns were observed in particles after staining with uranyl acetate, either from preparations purified using n-butanol or bentonite, or from crude sap. They were also observed in some specimens stained with uranyl formate. Optical diffraction patterns from particles showing the 'criss-cross' pattern showed diffraction maxima S and S' (Fig. 2a) and also, in most cases, maxima P and P' (Fig. 2b, c) . The maxima P and P' occur on a layer-line corresponding to a periodicity of about 3"4 nm and are similar to those observed in the patterns from particles showing cross-banding. They must have the same origin and they show that the primary helix has the same pitch in both types of particle. The maxima S and S' must be caused by stain in secondary grooves and they occur on a layer-line corresponding to a periodicity which, for most particIes, is close to 9"o nm, but which varies from one particle to another in the range 8.2 to I2.6 nm. The variation in the periodicity of the secondary helices suggests that there is a variation in the degree of twisting of the primary helix, giving rise to a small change in the number of protein subunits per turn of the helix. This is an effect observed with re-aggregated narcissus mosaic virus protein (Robinson et al. z975) and with the filamentous bacterial virus Pf I (Wachtel et al. I976 ).
The positions of the diffraction maxima relative to the meridian depend on the Bessel function contributing to the layer-line. The maximum on the 3"4 nm layer-line is due to a J1 Bessel function and corresponds to staining at a radius of about 5"5 nm. The ratio of the distance from the meridian to S, to the distance from the meridian to P is 3"4 + 0"3. If it is assumed that the stain giving rise to the two maxima is at the same radius then the order of the Bessel function contributing to the S layer-line can be estimated. The ratios of the first maximum positions for J4, J5 and J6 relative to J1 are 2"89, 3"49 and 4.o8 respectively, which suggests that the Bessel function is Js-When a second maximum occurs on the S layer-line its position is also consistent with a J5 Bessel function. These conclusions are consistent with the appearance of the micrographs [see e.g. Fig. 3(b 
Diffraction maxima S and S' are produced by different sides of the particle (front or back). When the observed pattern in the micrograph is an obvious 'criss-cross', the intensities of S and S' are similar, indicating the same degree of staining on the front and back of the particle. In some particles, one of the striations appears more enhanced than the other and in such examples there is a difference in the intensities of S and S', which indicates a different degree of staining on the two sides. When differences in intensities occur across the meridian they are the same for S and S' as for P and P' showing that diffraction from one side of the particle occurs in the same quadrant from both primary and secondary helices. This observation, together with the evidence that it is a J5 Bessel function which contributes to the S layer-line, implies that there are between 4 and 5 subunits per turn of the primary helix. However, this number is much smaller than the estimated number of chemical subunits.
The mol. wt. of the RNA, determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in urea at 6o °C, is 2-2 x I@ and u.v. absorption evidence suggests that this represents 4"5 to 5"o of the particle weight (L. F. Salazar & B. D. Harrison, unpublished results) . The weight of the protein in a particle is thus about 4"5 (+ o-2) x io 7. A helix 637 nm long with a pitch of 3"4 nm contains about 19o turns. The mol. wt. of the coat protein subunit is 27000 (L. F. Salazar & B. D. Harrison, unpublished results) and the particle should thus contain about 4"5 × IO~/2"7 × 1o4 ---~67o coat protein subunits and one turn of the primary helix would contain about I67o/I9o = 8.8 (+0.5) subunits. This is approximately twice the number estimated above from the optical diffraction patterns. Disc structures derived from virus particles show indentations around the edges which are consistent with about 9 or Io subunits (L. F. Salazar & B. D. Harrison, unpublished results) . These observations suggest that in particles showing the 'criss-cross' pattern the chemical units may be paired, with the outer ends of two adjacent subunits being brought closer together and thus leaving grooves between pairs of structure units into which stain can penetrate. In Fig. 4(a) a radial projection is drawn for an arrangement of 9"28 structure units per turn of a helix of 3"4 nm pitch which, if subunits were paired, could give rise to a five-start secondary helix. An increase in the degree of twist of the primary helix from 9"I7 to 9"46 subunits per turn is sufficient to change the periodicity of the secondary helix from 8.2 nm to 12-6 nm.
Some of the particIes appear wider than normal suggesting that they are flattened. This is supported by evidence from the optical diffraction patterns which show S and S' at markedly different distances from the meridian (Fig. 2 c) . This is an effect which can arise when there is flattening of one side of the particle (Moody, I967) but can also be caused by staining at different radii on the two sides of the particles. Because the particles appear wider than normal we conclude that flattening is its main cause in PVT. We find it difficult to explain the optical diffraction patterns from these wider particles in any other way.
' Rope' pattern
In some particles stained with uranyl acetate by either method A or B, only one set of striations is observed, giving the particle the appearance of a rope (Fig. 3 b) . However, it seems that in method A the striations run in the opposite direction from those produced by method B and the periodicities of the striations are different. Those observed with method B staining had similar periodicities to those of the criss-cross pattern and probably have the same origin, but arise from staining predominantly on one side of the particle. However, some of those observed with method A staining have a different periodicity and it is these we refer to as 'rope' patterns. Optical diffraction patterns from these particles indicate that there is preferential staining on one side of the particle by the presence of only the S maximum and the absence of S'. The diffraction patterns also show maxima on a 3"4 nm layer-line, which again must be caused by the primary helix, although this is not apparent in the actual micrograph. In some patterns both P and P' maxima are observed but in others only P in which case it is in the same quadrant as S and this indicates that both are caused by diffraction from the same side of the particle. The layer-line on which the S maximum occurs corresponds to a periodicity of about I2 nm (II-3 to I2.6 nm). The S maximum is closer to the meridian than in particles showing the 'criss-cross' pattern, so 'rope' structures are not simply 'criss-cross' structures stained on one side. The ratio of the distance of S from the meridian to the distance of P from the meridian is 2"25 + o.I and the ratio of the distance of the second maximum of S to the distance of the first maximum is 1.8 +oq. Both these ratios suggest that the Bessel function contributing to the S layer-line is J3. The rope-like appearance is thus due to a different secondary helix from that of the 'criss-cross' pattern and we do not think that it can arise from a different view of the 'criss-cross' pattern. Because the diameters of the two types of particle are the same, and it seems unreasonable to consider a large change in the number of structural subunits per turn of the primary helix, the diffraction pattern implies that the protein subunits group together in a different way in the 'rope' structure. Fig. 4(b) shows a radial projection of a structure with 9"48 protein subunits per turn of a helix of 3"4 nm, and superimposed on it the grooves which would account for the rope-like appearance of the particle and for the observed diffraction pattern. It suggests that, in the 'rope' structure, subunits cluster together in groups of seven. To achieve the variation in periodicity from I ~.3 to I2.6 nm requires a twisting which changes the number of structural units per turn from 9"45 to 9"56 only.
DISCUSSION
The fact that diffraction maxima are observed on a 3"4 nm layer-line with virus particles showing different surface patterns indicates that the basic structure is the same in all the particles, and that the pitch of the primary helix remains essentially constant. Only with PTA as the stain is there evidence that the pitch increases slightly and this may be the beginning of a distortion of the particle which eventually leads to 'cracks' and separation of successive turns of the helix. The different appearances of the particles cannot be explained in terms of stain penetrating into helical grooves between individual structure subunits as had at first been thought possible. The variation in the periodicity of the SS' layer-lines and the variations in the positions of the maxima on these layer-lines indicate that the periodicity along the particles, and hence the number of subunits per turn of the primary helix, changes with different stains. Rejecting the possibility of a large change in the number of structural units per turn of the helix, we are led to suggest that the different patterns are caused by differing numbers of morphological subunits, a morphological subunit corresponding to a number of chemical units. This also happens with spherical virus particles (Caspar & Klug, 1962) although the clustering in PVT is dependent on the stain. The 'criss-cross' and 'rope' patterns can be explained by differences in the degree of twisting of the particle and by different clusterings of the structure units. The true periodicity changes markedly with quite small changes in the number of structure units per turn of the primary helix. The large change in the apparent number of morphological subunits per turn of the helix appears to be caused by changes in the clustering of the underlying structural units, in pairs for the 'criss-cross' structure and possibly in groups of seven for the 'rope' structure. The cross-banding is probably observed when there is no clustering and no surface detail is observed when the clustering is random.
It is of interest that electron micrographs of particles of apple stem grooving virus, to which PVT is serologically related, showed only the cross-banding pattern, and optical diffraction patterns indicated a helical structure of similar pitch to PVT.
